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Who am I?

What did I say?

Are you sure it’s me?

Speaker

Recognition

Speech

Recognition
Figure 1. Different Tasks
ABSTRACT — There are two primary recognition
tasks in speech processing, speech recognition and spe
recognition. From analyzing a sound wave, characterist
of the speaker’s articulatory organs can be estimated, th
characteristics offer a means for biometric identification a
authentication. Speech recognition systems seek
understand the content of the spoken waveform. Mo
current research in recognition technology is toward
speaker-independent systems, which can convert the spe
of any speaker. While these two goals seem complete
orthogonal, they both pull deeply from the same pool
signal processing algorithms for feature extraction. Th
challenge in both fields is to find a set of features robust
variations in the environment. This paper provides a
overview of the feature extraction algorithms used for bo
speech and speaker recognition. It concludes with a br
evaluation of the different signal modeling algorithm
discussed with small recognition experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of speaker recognition is to recognize from th
speaker’s voice characteristics of the speaker’s articulat
organs and speaking manner for identification purposes. T
structure of the vocal tract, the size of the nasal cavity, a
vocal chord characteristics can all be estimated throu
signal analysis [7]. Speaker recognition is the broad ter
applied to both speaker identification and verification. Fo
identification the estimated speaker characteristics a
compared against a database of registered users for
closest match. For verification the identity claim of
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speaker is accepted or rejected based on his or her biome
signature [11].

Speech recognition seeks to translate a spoken acou
signal into words. Humans make words by moving th
articulators through a predictable series of positions. If the
sequences can be extracted from the signal then the spo
words can be recognized. Many applications for spee
recognition call for speaker-independent systems; the
products try to recognize the speech of any speaker.

Even though these two goals seem completely orthogon
they both perform pattern recognition on speech data. So
systems, such as the Nuance 6 server, perform both spe
recognition and speaker verification simultaneously [9]. Du
to this similarity of procedure both technologies suffer from
the same pitfall, a large performance degradation arises du
environmental differences between training and testin
conditions [11]. In short, the performance of the technology
closely tied to the environment in which the systems a
developed, so noisy real-world situations lead to sub-optim
performance.

The algorithms used by speech processing front-ends
based on acoustic models of the vocal tract and ear canal
The next section will motivate the need for feature extractio
with a brief overview of the pattern recognition. This will be
followed by a description of the prevalent front-en
algorithms in use today. The final section discusses chan
normalization techniques and the associated implications
speech and speaker recognition.

2. PATTERN RECOGNITION

A pattern recognition system contains two components:
front-end feature extractor and a classifier. The hope is th
once data is transformed into the feature space data from
same class will be pulled as close together as possible a
data from different classes will be pushed as far apart
possible. Once a classifier is trained to distinguish betwe
classes in this transformed feature space, a recognition sys
need only transform input data through the same featu
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extraction system and determine into which class a n
observation falls [7].

There are two significant problems with applying thi
approach to speech processing. First, there is an impl
assumption that the training and testing conditions a
comparable. The use of a different microphone, backgrou
noise, and transmission channels can cause dras
performance degradation — a key criterion for judging th
robustness of a feature set is its invariance to such chan
variation [7]. Secondly, there is significant overlap of class
in the feature space. Zhao has prepared plots to demonst
this overlap in two corpora of speech data collected over t
telephone network [16]. Speech recognition engines attem
to overcome this overlap problem by using powerfu
statistical processing to incorporate language modeling. Su
techniques are beyond the scope of this paper, b
Deshmukh, Ganapathiraju, and Picone present an overv
of a hierarchical speech recognition engine [3].

3. SIGNAL MODELING ALGORITHMS

The purpose of signal modeling (commonly referred to
feature extraction) is to transform audio data into a spa
where observations from the same class will be group
together and observations of different classes will be push
apart [7]. These transformations are chosen based
physiological studies of the human auditory and articulato
systems. For example, articulators cannot move from o
position to another in less than about five milliseconds,
practical systems can sample the spectrum 100 time
second with only a minor loss in resolution [12].

Speech is a dynamic signal, so we are interested
examining the short-term spectrum. The frame duration
defined as the length of time over which a set of parameter
valid. While frames are not overlapping, we typically use a
overlapping analysis window to draw in a larger number
speech samples for each spectral measurement. Perform
direct spectral analysis on such a small amount of data
equivalent to applying a sharp rectangular window to
signal, which produces spectral distortion. The frequen
response of a rectangular pulse is a sinc functio

, which has a curved pass band and a larg
amount of ripple in the stop band. Different window shape
are realized by applying a weighting function. The Hammin
window,

, (1)

is a specific instance of the Hanning window with

. The parameter i s chosen fo r

xsin( ) x⁄

w n( )
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normalization so that the energy of the signal will b
unchanged through the operation. The Hamming window
shape provides spectral analysis with a flatter pass band
significantly less stop band ripple, both properties a
important for obtaining smoothly varying parametri
estimates. Most state-of-the-art systems today use a fra
duration of 10 milliseconds and a window duration of 2
milliseconds [8].

One feature extracted from the signal is the absolu
energy of the spectrum. The other category of spect
measurement is the energy at specific frequencies. Th
measurements are similar to the initial stages of transduct
in the human auditory system — the hair cells in the cochl
serve a similar purpose. There are three ways to obtain th
spectral measurements: Direct application of a digital filt
bank in the time domain, using the Fourier Transform, an
linear predictive analysis [12]. The later two methods a
more prevalent in today’s systems due to computation
efficiency.

Since human hearing is not equally sensitive across
linear scale, we map the spectrum onto a perceptu
frequency scale. Experiments in human perception ha
shown that frequencies within a certain bandwidth of
nominal frequency cannot be individually distinguished, th
is known as a critical bandwidth. The Bark scale is on
perceptual scale in which frequencies are mapped to criti
band rates [12]. The mel scale is a simpler approximatio
that maps the perceived pitch of a tone onto a linear sca
Stevens and Volkman empirically determined a mappin
between the mel scale and real frequencies in 1940. The sc
is roughly linear below 1000 Hz and logarithmic above 100
Hz [12].

Simple Fourier transform-based filter banks designed f
front-ends obtain the desired frequency resolution on a m
scale. To implement this filter bank, the window of speec
data is transformed into the frequency domain by the Four
Transform. Once in the frequency domain each filter ban
amplitude coefficient can be found through the application
a linear combination of the spectrum and the frequen
response of the desired filter. In practice overlappin
triangular filter banks are used where the center frequency
one filter serves as the endpoint of its two adjacent filte
(Young 1996). Thus, each filter bank amplitude coefficien
represents the average spectral magnitude in the fil
channel,

, (2)

where represents the number of samples used to obt

Savg f( )
1

Ns
------- wFB n( ) S f( )

n 0=

Ns

∑=

Ns
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the averaged value, represents the weightin

function (a triangle function is described above), and
the magnitude of the frequency response computed by
Fourier Transform [12].

Linear predictive (LP) analysis is a means for obtainin

the smoothed spectral envelope of through an all-po
model of the power spectrum. The linear predicto
coefficients have a direct correlation to log-area ratios, t
geometric parameters of the lossless tube model for spe
production [1]. Filter bank amplitudes are obtained b
sampling the LP spectral model at the appropriate filter ba
frequencies. This can be done through a direct evaluation
the LP model, but in practice the Fourier Transform
applied to the predictor coefficients. Since there are fewer
coefficients than audio samples this approach is mo
computationally efficient. Filter bank amplitude coefficient
can then be obtained from the LP-derived spectrum as th
were from the FT-derived spectrum [12].

A homomorphic system is useful for speech processi
because it offers a methodology for separating the excitat
signal from the vocal tract shape [12]. One space that offe
this property is the cepstrum, computed as the inver
discrete Fourier transform of the log energy [12]. Cepstr
coefficients are computed from the filter bank amplitude
through the following equation:

, (3)

where is the average signal value in the filte

channel. In practice, the discrete cosine transform is used
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computational efficiency. The cepstral coefficients are ofte
weighted to minimize the non-information bearing
variabilities, this process is known as liftering [8]. It is
interesting to note that the speech recognition literature lis
speaker characteristics as one such non-information bea
variability to suppress [8], but speaker recognition system
also use liftering [7].

The traditional linear predictive model approximates th
power spectrum equally well at all frequencies in the analys
band. This is inconsistent with human hearing, which
nonlinear above 800 Hz. Perceptual linear predictive (PL
analysis addresses this through critical band spect
resolution. PLP also addresses our ear’s nonequal sensiti
at different frequencies with equal-loudness preemphasis [
Preemphasis can also used by cepstral front-ends by apply
a simple high-pass filter to the signal before windowing [12
Finally, PLP simulates the nonlinear relation between th
intensity of a sound and its perceived loudness. These th
aspects of PLP allow a small number of predictor coefficien
to more closely model the way the human auditory syste
perceives the signal [6].

Both speech and speaker recognition systems bring sh
term temporal information to the models by taking tim
derivatives of the base features [8, 7]. For example, a vow
sound can be recognized by finding its formants in th
spectrum, but a consonant is modeled through the transit
of the spectrum. The first order time derivative of the featur
are known as the delta coefficients, the second ord
derivative as acceleration or delta-delta coefficients. The tim
derivative is approximated through a regression formu
drawing in a set number of frames before and after th
current frame.

Speaker recognition systems also employ a featu
selection module into the pattern recognition framework. F
speech recognition, the entire signal must be mapped t
textual representation, but a speaker recognition system n
not operate under this constraint. Hence the feature selec
module saves only features corresponding to voiced soun
Voiced sounds directly comply with the linear predictiv
modeling assumptions and are less effected by acoustic no
[1]. Further methods to reduce the effects of channel noi
are discussed in the next section.

4. CHANNEL NORMALIZATION

The environmental differences between training an
testing conditions cause a severe degradation in syst
performance for both speech and speaker recogniti
systems. Mammone et al. asserts that this “mismatch
conditions” problem directly impedes the commercia
deployment of the technology [7].
Figure 2. Mel-spaced triangular filter banks
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Variation of signal characteristics between trials
controlled through normalizing the input features. A consta
yet unknown channel transform function affects the mean
the cepstral features. Since we are in the log domain t
distortion can be considered an additive component to cle
speech. This channel effect can be removed through ceps
mean subtraction (CMS), where the mean of each param
is found over a number of frames and then subtracted fro
each frame [7]. Additive noise also results in a distributio
with reduced variance. Variance normalization can be appl
to cause each output feature to have unit variance regard
of the dynamic range of the input feature stream [5].

(4)

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition syste
generally operate on short utterances of speech, ranging f
five to twenty seconds. While some improvement i
recognition accuracy is shown with utterance level cepst
mean and variance normalization, modeling the channel w
an entire conversation’s worth of data is more effective [13

For both speech and speaker recognition cepstral m
subtraction improves system performance when the train
and testing conditions are different. If the same channe
used for both training and testing, though, CMS will degrad
speaker recognition accuracy. This is because CMS for
the long-term cepstral mean of the signal to be zero, throwi
away some information about the speaker. More complica
strategies such as pole-filtered cepstral mean subtraction
achieve an LP model of the non-speech channel noise
increased robustness [7].

In addition to differing acoustic channel conditions, th
same speakers voice can vary over time because of chan
in health, emotional state, and age [11]. These ordina
human changes are beyond the scope of this paper,
Campbell’s tutorial provides an extensive reference list
these topics [1].

5. EXPERIMENTS

A public domain feature extraction library, driven by
isip_transform , is currently under development from the
Institute for Signal and Information Processing. Pilo
experiments have been run on a subset of the TIDIGIT
corpus to exercise many of the concepts described in t
paper. The training set consists of 500 utterances for a tota
860 seconds of audio data. The test set is comprised of
utterances. Due to the extremely small test set size t
numbers reported must not be given much significance.
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The small amount of data was chosen to facilitate rap
experiment turnaround, not a comprehensive evaluatio
Additionally, TIDIGITS recognition is an isolated word
recognition task with a very small vocabulary, so man
acoustic problems can be overcome since the language mo
can tightly constrain the search space. Finally, the corpus w
collected in a studio under controlled microphone condition
not over the telephone network. The data set is usef
however, for quick algorithm evaluations.

The isip_transform utility was configured to extract
many variations of the standard Mel-frequency cepstr
coefficients (MFCCs) and filter bank amplitude coefficient
(FBAs). An automated tutorial script is available to perform
an entire recognition experiment, from feature extraction
hypothesis scoring. The script first runs the front-en
program to extract features for both the training and test s
Next it uses the Baum-Welsh utilities to train word-leve
acoustic models based on our training features. Finally
decodes the test utterances and evaluates the hypoth
generated to produce a word error rate (WER) score. A
experiments are described in Table 1.

Unless otherwise noted, a pre-emphasis fi l te

was applied to the signal before finding
the frequency response (energy is computed from the r
data). An normalized energy coefficient is included in eac
feature set. Cepstral mean subtraction was only applied wh
specified in the description. For all experiments a Hammin
window function was used, and each window of data w
normalized through mean subtraction across the sing
window.

FT-FBA coefficients are found by applying the Fourie
Transform to a window of speech data and applying 2
overlapping triangular filter banks evenly spaced along t
mel scale, recording the average spectral magnitude in e
channel. FT-MFCC coefficients are found by taking th
cepstrum of these FT-FBA coefficients. The LP-MFCC
coefficients were obtained by first finding 12 predicto
coefficients through the autocorrelation method, applying t
Fourier Transform to the predictor coefficients to obtain
magnitude spectrum, then applying filter banks and th
cepstrum to the LP-derived spectrum. “D” and “A” stand fo
delta and acceleration, respectively, and imply th
differentials of the energy coefficient are also included.

It should be noted that the evaluation framework did n
easily allow for modifying the size of the final feature vecto
It was possible to remove the time derivative feature
though, through duplicating coefficients. To remove bo
delta and acceleration coefficients, the base 13 coefficie
were included in the final vector 3 times for a total of 3
elements. To remove only the acceleration coefficients, t

H z( ) 1 0.97z 1––=
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base 13 coefficients were duplicated once to overwrite t
removed coefficients. This may add additional weight to th
base coefficients, but the powerful statistical methodolo
provided through the use of hidden markov models shou
compensate for such variability.

As suggested by Table 1, linear predictive cepstr
coefficients do behave similarly to Fourier Transform
MFCCs. This is to be expected, since the main drawback
the predictive approach is breakdown in noisy condition
Removing all temporal coefficients causes performance
degrade by an order of magnitude, the first order de
coefficients having a stronger effect than the accelerati
coefficients. It is interesting to note that for FT-derive
coefficients the acceleration coefficients appear to be usel
but for LP-coefficients they do have an effect. This is mo
likely a statistical anomaly.

Also, the cepstral mean subtraction normalizatio
technique had no effect on the overall system performan
This is probably because the channel conditions do not rea
need to be normalized for this corpus. It is interesting to no
that pre-emphasis actually degrades performance on t
data, this is most likely a statistical anomaly.

The filter bank amplitude experimental results ar
disappointing. Feature files were properly generated, but
scale of each coefficient was very different than the cepst
coefficients. It is unlikely that a range problem would caus
100% error, though, so most likely a fatal error occurre
somewhere in the evaluation framework, as little of th
speech recognition toolkit has been verified to work wit
e
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anything except the standard 39 dimensional MFCC vect
Further study is necessary to track down the proble
possibly the addition of mean and variance normalization
the filter bank amplitude coefficients could result in
working system.

6. SUMMARY

Both speech and speaker recognition systems perfo
pattern recognition on speech data using similar featu
extraction algorithms. These algorithms are based
acoustic models of the vocal tract and ear canal.

The most prevalent features used in speech and spea
recognition are mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. The
coefficients are extracted from the signal nearly as fast
human articulators can move from one position to anoth
100 times a second. Cepstral coefficients can be obtain
through the Fourier Transform or linear predictive analysi
Perceptual linear predictive analysis is an extension of L
modeling which brings more physiological knowledge of th
human auditory and articulatory systems to bear on t
problem. One significant difference in speech and speak
recognition systems is that speaker recognition systems
employ a feature selection module to select only voice
sounds.

For a small subset of the TIDIGIT corpus both the linea
predict ive and Fourier Transform derived cepstra
coefficients performed very well. The system behave
identically with full temporal coefficients. This is due to the
clean channel conditions of the corpus.

The accuracy of both speech and speaker recognit
systems degrade significantly when the environment
conditions vary between system training and testing. Ceps
mean subtraction is a normalization technique used in bo
application domains. Creating voice processing syste
robust to noise and other environmental variability wou
greatly enhance the technology’s commercial appeal.
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